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DISTRICT ATTOCK
LIMESTONE PATHARGARH BLOCK NO 1-A TEHSIL HASSAN
ABDAL DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the
block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone
Formation. The limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The
stratigraphy of the area transpires that Chichali Formation and SamanaSuk Formation and Kingriali
Formation are present and lying under the thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this
nodular limestone is massively bedded with small intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top
surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments, which are inclined naturally with
weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village PatharGarh Tehsil Hassanabdal Hassan Abdal
District Attock. The subject block over on area of 49.946 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The
block can be approached by a katcha path at a distance of 8.1 KM from southern side of the Jallo
Interchange at GT Road

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of
clayey material present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation
and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village PatharGarh Tehsil Hassanabdal Hassan Abdal
District Attock. The subject block over on area of 49.946 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The
block can be approached by a katcha path at a distance of 8.1 KM from southern side of the Jallo
Interchange at GT Road

d)

Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will
have to make considerable investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention
here that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the Government
will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

e)

Average excavated Quantity of minerals from the block during last five years:
NIL

f)

Future potential for excavation from the block:

As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available
in the block, and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc

g)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive.

DISTRICT ATTOCK
REVISION OF RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE PATHARGARH
BLOCK NO 1-A TEHSIL HASSAN ABDAL DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block was fabricated by bifurcation of vacant block of Limestone
namely Limestone Pathar Garh Block No 1
Previously reserve price of Rs. 40,00,000/- was fixed for the block, keeping in view the
previous bidding history of block and bids of surrounding blocks granted at that time.
Subsequently nearby 10 limestone blocks of 9A to 11-E received bids ranging Rs1,52,50,000/to Rs.12,00,00,000/- against reserve prices ranging from Rs.51,00,000/- to Rs.86,50,000/-.
There is no doubt that the subject block in question has a difficult approach and undeveloped
as compared to surrounding blocks, still the situation demands that the reserve price of subject
may be revised to rationalize it with the bids of aforementioned surrounding blocks, so the
subject granted at lower bid may not adversely affect the surrounding blocks. It would be
pertinent to mention that supply of limestone crush from the Hassanabdal/Pathergarh to the
under construction CPEC Dual Carriageway has also started in the recent months, so this factor
also enhances the value of vacant blocks of limestone available in this market. In view of above,
it is therefore proposed that reserve price of the subject block may be revised to Rs.80,00,000/by giving a factor of Rs.40,00,000/- vis-à-vis keeping in view latest grant position of
surrounding blocks and current market value.
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years
= Rs.1,50,000/2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years=2.59*1,50,000=Rs.3,88,500/3) Proposed base price for five years
=Rs3,88,500/2=Rs1,94,250/
Weightage assigned
Calculated
Sr. No.
Major Factor
of Base Price (%)
amount (Rs:)
Geological survey, location of the block
1

and assessment of mineral in the block
Quality of the mineral in the block

2

.
Availability of access road to the block

3

100

1,94,250/-

100

1,94,250/-

100

1,94,250/-

50

97,125/-

50

97,125/-

Accessibility to the market and
4

consumption of the mineral in the block
Future potential for excavation from the

5

block; and

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of
6

Nil

approach path, electricity, Crushing

Nil

Plants, developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their Seventeen
impact on the reserve price of this block

Limestone Rs. 70,00,000/-

Blocks are granted for
a period of ten years in
the vicinity with bids
ranging Rs.23,00,000/to Rs.12,00,00,000/Impact:As
the
market of the granted
blocks and the block
under discussion is
same therefore the
reserve price of the
subject block has been
adjusted accordingly.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.77,77,000/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 1,94,250/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

Rs.79,71,250/Say

Rs80,00,000

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MINES & MINERALS
Attock

Limestone Pathergarh 1-A
Date of auction
28.11.2016 to 13.04.2017

Annex. A
Remarks

Bid offered

18.05.2017

Remained No Bid in five
consecutive auctions
Rs. 41,50,000/Bid rejected being low

24.07.2017

Rs. 42,00,000/-

15.08.2017 to 07.09.2017

Remained No bid in 2 consecutive auctions.

Bid rejected being low

DISTRICT ATTOCK
LIMESTONE PATHARGARH BLOCK NO 1-B TEHSIL HASSAN
ABDAL DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the
block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone
Formation. The limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The
stratigraphy of the area transpires that Chichali Formation and SamanaSuk Formation and Kingriali
Formation are present and lying under the thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this
nodular limestone is massively bedded with small intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top
surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments, which are inclined naturally with
weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village PatharGarh Tehsil Hassanabdal Hassan Abdal
District Attock. The subject block over on area of 44.900 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The
block can be approached by a katcha path at a distance of 7.9 KM from southern side of the Jallo
Interchange at GT Road

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of
clayey material present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation
and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village PatharGarh Tehsil Hassanabdal Hassan Abdal
District Attock. The subject block over on area of 44.900 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The
block can be approached by a katcha path at a distance of 7.9 KM from southern side of the Jallo
Interchange at GT Road

d)

Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will
have to make considerable investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to mention
here that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the Government
will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone from the block

e)

Average excavated Quantity of minerals from the block during last five years:
NIL

f)

Future potential for excavation from the block:

As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available
in the block, and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc

g)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive.

DISTRICT ATTOCK
REVISION OF RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE PATHARGARH
BLOCK NO 1-B TEHSIL HASSAN ABDAL DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block was fabricated by bifurcation of vacant block of Limestone
namely Limestone Pathar Garh Block No 1
Previously reserve price of Rs. 40,00,000/- was fixed for the block, keeping in view the
previous bidding history of block and bids of surrounding blocks granted at that time.
Subsequently nearby limestone blocks of 9A to 11-E received bids ranging Rs1,52,50,000/- to
Rs.12,00,00,000/- against reserve prices ranging from Rs.51,00,000/- to Rs.86,50,000/-. There
is no doubt that the subject block in question has a difficult approach and undeveloped as
compared to surrounding blocks, still the situation demands that the reserve price of subject
may be revised to rationalize it with the bids of aforementioned surrounding blocks, so the
subject granted at lower bid may not adversely affect the surrounding blocks. It would be
pertinent to mention that supply of limestone crush from the Hassanabdal/Pathergarh to the
under construction CPEC Dual Carriageway has also started in the recent months, so this factor
also enhances the value of vacant blocks of limestone available in this market. In view of above,
it is therefore proposed that reserve price of the subject block may be revised to Rs.80,00,000/by giving a factor of Rs.40,00,000/- vis-à-vis keeping in view latest grant position of
surrounding blocks.
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years
= Rs.1,50,000/2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years=2.59*1,50,000=Rs.3,88,500/3) Proposed base price for five years
=Rs3,88,500/2=Rs1,94,250/
Weightage assigned
Calculated
Sr. No.
Major Factor
of Base Price (%)
amount (Rs:)
Geological survey, location of the block
1

and assessment of mineral in the block
Quality of the mineral in the block

2

.
Availability of access road to the block

3

100

1,94,250/-

100

1,94,250/-

100

1,94,250/-

50

97,125/-

50

97,125/-

Accessibility to the market and
4

consumption of the mineral in the block
Future potential for excavation from the

5

block; and

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of
6

Nil

approach path, electricity, Crushing

Nil

Plants, developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their Seventeen
impact on the reserve price of this block

Limestone Rs. 70,00,000/-

Blocks are granted for
a period of ten years in
the vicinity with bids
ranging Rs.23,00,000/to Rs.12,00,00,000/Impact:As
the
market of the granted
blocks and the block
under discussion is
same therefore the
reserve price of the
subject block has been
adjusted accordingly.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.77,77,000/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 1,94,250/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

Rs.79,71,250/Say

Rs80,00,000

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MINES & MINERALS
Attock

Limestone Pathergarh 1-B
Date of auction
28.11.2016 to 13.04.2017

Annex. A
Remarks

Bid offered

18.05.2017

Remained No Bid in five
consecutive auctions
Rs. 41,70,000/Bid rejected being low

24.07.2017

Rs. 44,70,000/-

15.08.2017 to 07.09.2017

Remained No bid in 2 consecutive auctions.

Bid rejected being low

DISTRICT ATTOCK
LIMESTONE PATHARGARH BLOCK NO 2-A TEHSIL HASSAN
ABDAL DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the
block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone
Formation. The limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The
stratigraphy of the area transpires that Chichali Formation and SamanaSuk Formation and Kingriali
Formation are present and lying under the thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this
nodular limestone is massively bedded with small intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top
surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments, which are inclined naturally with
weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village PatharGarh Tehsil Hassanabdal Hassan Abdal
District Attock. The subject block over on area of 65.671 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The
block can be approached by a katcha path at a distance of 9.5 KM from southern side of the Jallo
Interchange at GT Road

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of
clayey material present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation
and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village PatharGarh Tehsil Hassanabdal Hassan Abdal
District Attock. The subject block over on area of 65.671 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The
block can be approached by a katcha path at a distance of 9.5 KM from southern side of the Jallo
Interchange at GT Road

d)

Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will
have to make considerable investment to make the area productive.

e)

Average excavated Quantity of minerals from the block during last five years:
NIL

f)

Future potential for excavation from the block:

As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available
in the block, and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc

g)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive.

DISTRICT ATTOCK
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE PATHARGARH
BLOCK NO 2-A TEHSIL HASSAN ABDAL DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block was fabricated by bifurcation of vacant block of Limestone
namely Limestone Pathar Garh Block No 2
Previously reserve price of Rs. 40,50,000/- was fixed for the block, keeping in view the
previous bidding history of block and bids of surrounding blocks granted at that time.
Subsequently nearby limestone blocks of 9A to 11-E received bids ranging Rs1,52,50,000/- to
Rs.12,00,00,000/- against reserve prices ranging from Rs.51,00,000/- to Rs.86,50,000/-. There
is no doubt that the subject block in question has a difficult approach and undeveloped as
compared to surrounding blocks, still the situation demands that the reserve price of subject
may be revised to rationalize it with the bids of aforementioned surrounding blocks, so the
subject granted at lower bid may not adversely affect the surrounding blocks. It would be
pertinent to mention that supply of limestone crush from the Hassanabdal/Pathergarh to the
under construction CPEC Dual Carriageway has also started in the recent months, so this factor
also enhances the value of vacant blocks of limestone available in this market. In view of above,
it is therefore proposed that reserve price of the subject block may be revised to Rs.81,00,000/by giving a factor of Rs.40,50,000/- vis-à-vis keeping in view latest grant position of
surrounding blocks.
1) Last bid of the block during previous 10 years
= Rs 51,11,000/2) Actual receipts from bid money of block from last 10 years
=Rs.12,77,750*
3) 10% per year Inflation factor over the period of eight years
=Rs.
12,77,750*2.14=27,34,385/4) Proposed base price for 5 years
=27,34,385/2=
Rs.13,67,192/Weightage assigned
Calculated
Sr. No.
Major Factor
of Base Price (%)
amount (Rs:)
Geological survey, location of the block
1

and assessment of mineral in the block
Quality of the mineral in the block

2

.
Availability of access road to the block

3

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

Accessibility to the market and
4

consumption of the mineral in the block
Future potential for excavation from the

5

block; and

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of
6

Nil

approach path, electricity, Crushing
Plants, developed pits etc

7

Location of surrounding blocks and their Seventeen
impact on the reserve price of this block

Limestone Rs. 60,50,000/-

Blocks are granted for
a period of ten years in
the vicinity with bids
ranging Rs.23,00,000/to Rs.12,00,00,000/Impact:As
the
market of the granted
blocks and the block
under discussion is
same therefore the
reserve price of the
subject block has been
adjusted accordingly.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.67,33,600/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 13,67,192/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

Rs.81,00,792/Say

Rs.81,00,000/-

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MINES & MINERALS
Attock

Limestone Pathergarh 2-A
Date of auction
28.11.2016 to 13.04.2017

Annex. A
Remarks

Bid offered

18.05.2017

Remained No Bid in five
consecutive auctions
Rs. 42,05,000/Bid rejected being low

24.07.2017

Rs. 43,00,000/-

15.08.2017 to 07.09.2017

Remained No bid in 2 consecutive auctions.

Bid rejected being low

DISTRICT ATTOCK
LIMESTONE PATHARGARH BLOCK NO 2-B TEHSIL HASSAN
ABDAL DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the
block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone
Formation. The limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The
stratigraphy of the area transpires that Chichali Formation and SamanaSuk Formation and Kingriali
Formation are present and lying under the thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this
nodular limestone is massively bedded with small intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top
surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments, which are inclined naturally with
weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village PatharGarh Tehsil Hassanabdal Hassan Abdal
District Attock. The subject block over on area of 66.942 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The
block can be approached by a katcha path at a distance of 9.3 KM from southern side of the Jallo
Interchange at GT Road

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of
clayey material present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation
and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village PatharGarh Tehsil Hassanabdal Hassan Abdal
District Attock. The subject block over on area of 66.942 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The
block can be approached by a katcha path at a distance of 9.3 KM from southern side of the Jallo
Interchange at GT Road

d)

Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder will
have to make considerable investment to make the area productive.

e)

Average excavated Quantity of minerals from the block during last five years:
NIL

f)

Future potential for excavation from the block:

As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available
in the block, and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
g)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive.

DISTRICT ATTOCK
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE PATHARGARH
BLOCK NO 2-B TEHSIL HASSAN ABDAL DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block was fabricated by bifurcation of vacant block of Limestone
namely Limestone Pathar Garh Block No 2
Previously reserve price of Rs. 40,50,000/- was fixed for the block, keeping in view the
previous bidding history of block and bids of surrounding blocks granted at that time.
Subsequently nearby limestone blocks of 9A to 11-E received bids ranging Rs1,52,50,000/- to
Rs.12,00,00,000/- against reserve prices ranging from Rs.51,00,000/- to Rs.86,50,000/-. There
is no doubt that the subject block in question has a difficult approach and undeveloped as
compared to surrounding blocks, still the situation demands that the reserve price of subject
may be revised to rationalize it with the bids of aforementioned surrounding blocks, so the
subject granted at lower bid may not adversely affect the surrounding blocks. It would be
pertinent to mention that supply of limestone crush from the Hassanabdal/Pathergarh to the
under construction CPEC Dual Carriageway has also started in the recent months, so this factor
also enhances the value of vacant blocks of limestone available in this market. In view of above,
it is therefore proposed that reserve price of the subject block may be revised to Rs.81,00,000/by giving a factor of Rs.40,50,000/- vis-à-vis keeping in view latest grant position of
surrounding blocks.
1) Last bid of the block during previous 10 years
= Rs 51,11,000/2) Actual receipts from bid money of block from last 10 years
=Rs.12,77,750*
3) 10% per year Inflation factor over the period of eight years
=Rs.
12,77,750*2.14=27,34,385/4) Proposed base price for 5 years
=27,34,385/2=
Rs.13,67,192/Weightage assigned
Calculated
Sr. No.
Major Factor
of Base Price (%)
amount (Rs:)
Geological survey, location of the block
1

and assessment of mineral in the block
Quality of the mineral in the block

2

.
Availability of access road to the block

3

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

Accessibility to the market and
4

consumption of the mineral in the block
Future potential for excavation from the

5

block; and

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of
6

Nil

approach path, electricity, Crushing
Plants, developed pits etc

7

Location of surrounding blocks and their Seventeen
impact on the reserve price of this block

Limestone Rs. 60,50,000/-

Blocks are granted for
a period of ten years in
the vicinity with bids
ranging Rs.23,00,000/to Rs.12,00,00,000/Impact:As
the
market of the granted
blocks and the block
under discussion is
same therefore the
reserve price of the
subject block has been
adjusted accordingly.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.67,33,600/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 13,67,192/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

Rs.81,00,792/Say

Rs.81,00,000/-

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MINES & MINERALS
Attock

Limestone Pathergarh 2-B
Date of auction
28.11.2016 to 13.04.2017

Annex. A
Remarks

Bid offered

18.05.2017

Remained No Bid in five
consecutive auctions
Rs. 42,15,000/Bid rejected being low

24.07.2017

Rs. 43,00,000/-

15.08.2017 to 07.09.2017

Remained No bid in 2 consecutive auctions.

Bid rejected being low

DISTRICT ATTOCK
LIMESTONE PATHARGARH BLOCK NO 2-C TEHSIL HASSAN
ABDAL DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the
block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone
Formation. The limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The
stratigraphy of the area transpires that Chichali Formation and SamanaSuk Formation and Kingriali
Formation are present and lying under the thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this
nodular limestone is massively bedded with small intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top
surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments, which are inclined naturally with
weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village PatharGarh Tehsil Hassanabdal Hassan Abdal
District Attock. The subject block over on area of 58.243 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The
block can be approached by a katcha path at a distance of 9 KM from southern side of the Jallo
Interchange at GT Road

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of
clayey material present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation
and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village PatharGarh Tehsil Hassanabdal Hassan Abdal
District Attock. The subject block over on area of 58.243 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/9. The
block can be approached by a katcha path at a distance of 9 KM from southern side of the Jallo
Interchange at GT Road

d)

Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete
approach to the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful
bidder will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive.

e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available
in the block, and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
f) Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:
The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive.

DISTRICT ATTOCK
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE PATHARGARH
BLOCK NO 2-C TEHSIL HASSAN ABDAL DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block was fabricated by bifurcation of vacant block of Limestone
namely Limestone Pathar Garh Block No 2
Previously reserve price of Rs. 40,50,000/- was fixed for the block, keeping in view the
previous bidding history of block and bids of surrounding blocks granted at that time.
Subsequently nearby limestone blocks of 9A to 11-E received bids ranging Rs1,52,50,000/- to
Rs.12,00,00,000/- against reserve prices ranging from Rs.51,00,000/- to Rs.86,50,000/-. There
is no doubt that the subject block in question has a difficult approach and undeveloped as
compared to surrounding blocks, still the situation demands that the reserve price of subject
may be revised to rationalize it with the bids of aforementioned surrounding blocks, so the
subject granted at lower bid may not adversely affect the surrounding blocks. It would be
pertinent to mention that supply of limestone crush from the Hassanabdal/Pathergarh to the
under construction CPEC Dual Carriageway has also started in the recent months, so this factor
also enhances the value of vacant blocks of limestone available in this market. In view of above,
it is therefore proposed that reserve price of the subject block may be revised to Rs.81,00,000/by giving a factor of Rs.40,50,000/- vis-à-vis keeping in view latest grant position of
surrounding blocks.
1) Last bid of the block during previous 10 years
= Rs 51,11,000/2) Actual receipts from bid money of block from last 10 years
=Rs.12,77,750*
3) 10% per year Inflation factor over the period of eight years
=Rs.
12,77,750*2.14=27,34,385/4) Proposed base price for 5 years
=27,34,385/2=
Rs.13,67,192/Weightage assigned
Calculated
Sr. No.
Major Factor
of Base Price (%)
amount (Rs:)
Geological survey, location of the block
1

and assessment of mineral in the block
Quality of the mineral in the block

2

.
Availability of access road to the block

3

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

10

136,720/-

Accessibility to the market and
4

consumption of the mineral in the block
Future potential for excavation from the

5

block; and

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
6

reserved price like availability of

Nil

approach path, electricity, Crushing
Plants, developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their Seventeen
impact on the reserve price of this block

Limestone Rs. 60,50,000/-

Blocks are granted for
a period of ten years in
the vicinity with bids
ranging Rs.23,00,000/to Rs.12,00,00,000/Impact:As
the
market of the granted
blocks and the block
under discussion is
same therefore the
reserve price of the
subject block has been
adjusted accordingly.

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.67,33,600/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 13,67,192/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

Rs.81,00,792/Say

Rs.81,00,000/-

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MINES & MINERALS
Attock

Limestone Pathergarh 2-C
Date of auction
28.11.2016 to 13.04.2017

Annex. A
Remarks

Bid offered

18.05.2017

Remained No Bid in five
consecutive auctions
Rs. 42,20,000/Bid rejected being low

24.07.2017

Rs. 43,00,000/-

15.08.2017 to 07.09.2017

Remained No bid in 2 consecutive auctions.

Bid rejected being low

LIMESTONE PIND FATEH BLOCK NO 1 TEHSIL FATEHJANG DISTRICT ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the block:
Geologically the limestone in this area belongs to lower Eeocene Age (Lochhart Limestone). The
limestone is of medium to good quality, massive and nodular in nature. The depositional behavior
of the hills appears to have been resulted due to deposition of marine carbonates.
The area of the block is situated near the village Pind Fateh Tehsil, Fatehjang District Attock. The
subject block over on area of 69.757 acres falls on Topo Sheet No 43-C/11. The block is located
at a distance of 21.5 Km from Fatehjang City having bifurcation of 15.5 Km form Fatehjang Main
Chowk towards Gali Jageer and further 6 Kilometeres towards Pind Fateh Village.

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands
of clayey material present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with
vegetation and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Pind Fateh Tehsil, Fatehjang District Attock. The
subject block over on area of 69.757 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/11. The block is located at
a distance of 21.5 Km from Fatehjang City having bifurcation of 15.5 Km form Fatehjang Main
Chowk towards Gali Jageer and further 6 Kilometeres towards Pind Fateh Village.

d)
Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:
The main market of Limestone from the block is Fateh jang City and surrounding areas. It
is also expected that the crush from the said block may also get used in construction of CPEC dual
carriageway passing through District Attock

e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are
available in the block, and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc It is
also expected that the crush from the said block may also get used in construction of CPEC dual
carriageway passing through District Attock

f)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach
to the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to
mention here that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the
Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone
from the block.,

DISTRICT ATTOCK
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK NO PIND FATEH-1, NEAR
PIND TATEH TEHSIL FATEHJANG DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: New block has been fabricated to cater the market of Fatehjang and its
surroundings
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years

= New Block

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years
3) Proposed base price for five years

=New Block
=25,00,000/-

Sr. No.
1

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the block

Weightage assigned
of Base Price (%)

Calculated
amount (Rs:)

10

2,50,000/-

10

2,50,000/-

and assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block
.

3

Availability of access road to the block

10

2,50,000/-

4

Accessibility to the market and

10

2,50,000/-

10

2,50,000/-

consumption of the mineral in the block
5

Future potential for excavation from the
block; and

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks Developed Pits = NIL
Crusher Plant (0)
or zones relevant for determining the
Electricity= NIL
reserved price like availability of

-----------

approach path, electricity, Crushing
Plants, developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their Nil

------------

impact on the reserve price of this block
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.12,50,000/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 25,00,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

Rs. 37,50,000/-

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach
to the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to
mention here that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the
Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone
from the block
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MINES & MINERALS
Attock

LIMESTONE SANJWAL BLOCK NO 9-A TEHSIL & DISTRICT
ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the
block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone
Formation. The limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The
stratigraphy of the area transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal
Formation are present and lying under the thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this
nodular limestone is massively bedded with small intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top
surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments, which are inclined naturally with
weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Sanjwal Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block
over on area of 65.754 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 14
Km from Rawalpindi Peshawar Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur
Chowk towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4 Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village.

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of
clayey material present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation
and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Sanjwal Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block
over on area of 65.754 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 14 Km
from Rawalpindi Peshawar Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk
towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4 Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village.

d)
Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:
The main market of Limestone from the block is Attock City and surrounding areas
e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available
in the block, and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
f)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to
mention here that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the
Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone
from the block

DISTRICT ATTOCK
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK NO
SANJWAL 9-A, NEAR SANJWAL TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by bifurcation of Limestone block namely
Sanjwal 9 which is getting vacant on 05.12.2017
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years

= Rs.17,32,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years
=Rs.44,85,880/3) Proposed base price for five years
=44,85,880/2=Rs22,42,940/-

=2.59*17,32,000/-

Sr. No.
1

Major Factor

Weightage assigned
of Base Price (%)

Geological survey, location of the block

Calculated
amount (Rs:)

3

67,288/-

3

67,288/-

and assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block
.

3

Availability of access road to the block

3

67,288/-

4

Accessibility to the market and

0

---------

3

67,288/-

consumption of the mineral in the block
5

Future potential for excavation from the
block; and

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks Developed Pits = NIL
Crusher Plant(0)
or zones relevant for determining the
Electricity= NIL
reserved price like availability of approach
path,

electricity,

Crushing

-----------

Plants,

developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their Ten Limestone Blocks 25,00,000/impact on the reserve price of this block

are granted for a period
of ten years in the
vicinity

with

bids

ranging Rs.15,00,000/to Rs.1,00,00,000/-

Impact:As
the
market of the granted
blocks and the block
under discussion is
same therefore the
reserve price of the
subject block has been
adjusted accordingly.
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.27,72,884/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 17,56,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

Rs. 45,28,884/-

Say Rs.45,30,000/The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to
mention here that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the
Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone
from the block
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MINES & MINERALS
Attock

LIMESTONE SANJWAL BLOCK NO 9-B TEHSIL & DISTRICT
ATTOCK
a) Geological survey, location of block & assessment of mineral in the
block:
The geological study of the area suggests that entire zone is comprised of Lockhart Limestone
Formation. The limestone is of medium to good quality and is deposited in shape of small nodules. The
stratigraphy of the area transpires that Hungu Formation, Kawahgarh Formation and Lumshiwal
Formation are present and lying under the thick sequence of Lockhart limestone. At certain spots, this
nodular limestone is massively bedded with small intercalations of marl, locally called as makkar. Top
surfaces of the escarpment are overlained by rock fragments, which are inclined naturally with
weathered rock and boulders are scattered on the top surface.
The area of the block is situated near the village Sanjwal Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block
over on area of 74.699 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 14 Km
from Rawalpindi Peshawar Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk
towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4 Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village.

b)

Quality of the mineral in the block:

The Limestone deposits are medium to good quality in the area, however there are layers/bands of
clayey material present in the area moreover at some portions the top surface is covered with vegetation
and clayey materials

c)

Availability of access road to the block:

The area of the block is situated near the village Sanjwal Tehsil & District Attock. The subject block
over on area of 74.699 acres falls on toposheet No 43-C/5. The block is located at a distance of 14 Km
from Rawalpindi Peshawar Road(GT Road) having bifurcation of 10 Km form Lawrencepur Chowk
towards Ziarat Bani Wala Baba and further 4 Kilometeres towards Sanjwal Village.

d)
Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the block:
The main market of Limestone from the block is Attock City and surrounding areas
e) Future potential for excavation from the block:
As already discussed above that medium to good quality of Limestone deposits are available
in the block, and the limestone is suitable for any project like crush plant etc
f)

Any unique factor at site to consider the reserved price:

The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to
mention here that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the
Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone
from the block

DISTRICT ATTOCK
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK NO
SANJWAL 9-B, NEAR SANJWAL TEHSIL & DISTRICT ATTOCK
Note: The block has been fabricated by bifurcation of Limestone block namely
Sanjwal 9 which is getting vacant on 05.12.2017
1) Last operative bid of old block during previous 10 years

= Rs.17,32,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years
=Rs.44,85,880/3) Proposed base price for five years
=44,85,880/2=Rs22,42,940/-

=2.59*17,32,000/-

Sr. No.
1

Major Factor

Weightage assigned
of Base Price (%)

Geological survey, location of the block

Calculated
amount (Rs:)

3

67,288/-

3

67,288/-

and assessment of mineral in the block
2

Quality of the mineral in the block
.

3

Availability of access road to the block

3

67,288/-

4

Accessibility to the market and

0

---------

3

67,288/-

consumption of the mineral in the block
5

Future potential for excavation from the
block; and

6

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks Developed Pits = NIL
Crusher Plant(0)
or zones relevant for determining the
Electricity= NIL
reserved price like availability of approach
path,

electricity,

Crushing

-----------

Plants,

developed pits etc
7

Location of surrounding blocks and their Ten Limestone Blocks 25,00,000/impact on the reserve price of this block

are granted for a period
of ten years in the
vicinity

with

bids

ranging Rs.15,00,000/to Rs.1,00,00,000/-

Impact:As
the
market of the granted
blocks and the block
under discussion is
same therefore the
reserve price of the
subject block has been
adjusted accordingly.
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

Rs.27,72,884/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

Rs. 17,56,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

Rs. 45,28,884/-

Say Rs.45,30,000/The block under question is still undeveloped and virgin in nature. There is no complete approach to
the block, nor any electricity or developed pits are available in the block. So the successful bidder
will have to make considerable investment to make the area productive. It would be necessary to
mention here that apart from the bid money that will be received from auction of this block, the
Government will also receive royalty(as Notified from time to time) on per ton dispatch of Limestone
from the block
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR MINES & MINERALS
Attock

Profile of Mining Concession for Estimation of Reserved Price.
LIME STONE BLOCK KHANDOYA-3 DISTRICT CHAKWAL
a)

Geological Survey, Location and Assessment of Mineral in the block:
The said block falls on topo sheet 41-D/10 of Survey of Pakistan near Khandoya village and
contains thick limestone deposits of Chore Gali Formation of Eocene rocks. The thickness of
limestone in this block varies from 60-100 meter. This block is located at a distance about 01 Km
towards north of Khandoya village. Previously this block was comprised on over an area of 198.29
acres namely as Manak Pur-3 which has been revised by reducing the area to 65.35 acres. The
locality of block does not match with Manak Pur village, therefore, its name has been changed to
Khandoya-3.

b)

Quality of Mineral in the block:
The quality of Limestone in the area is medium. Limestone from this block is mainly used for
foundation of houses and also it is used in crushing plant for building material, lime kiln and to
some extent for base of metalled road.

c)

Availability of Access Road to the block:
The block is located about 1Km away from village Khandoya. This block is accessible through
Kallar Kahar-Karuli link road. Mode of transportation is through Trollies/Dumpers.

d)

Accessibility to the Market and Consumption of the Mineral in the block:
At present demand of Limestone is meant for locals in District Chakwal and used in shape of
boulder/crushing plant. The stone excavated from this block can be used in crushing plant for
material of building and roads.

e)

Average Excavated Quantity of Mineral from the Block During Last 5 years:
An average excavation during last five year is need base. Therefore, excavated quantum from
block is not assessable.

f)

Previous Bidding History of the block:
Previously this block was comprising over an area of 198.29 acres and was granted first time with
name of Manak Pur-3 against a bid of Rs. 12,00,000/- for 10 years and but lease surrendered by
lessee on 24.07.2017. Possession of the area was taken by the Government on 24.08.2017.

g)

Future Potential for Excavation from the block:
Since nominal excavation of Limestone is use in the foundation of houses and also it use in
crushing plant for material of building and roads. The potential can be + 10 %of present market.

h)

Any Unique Factor at the Site of block Relevant for Determining Reserved Price:

Nil

Profile of Mining Concession for Estimation of Reserved Price.
LIME STONE BLOCK DHOK HARAL (NEW BLOCK) DISTRICT CHAKWAL
a)

Geological Survey, Location and Assessment of Mineral in the block:
The said block falls on topo sheet No. 43-H/1 of Survey of Pakistan near by Dhok Haral and is
easily approachable through Ara-Basharat metalled road. Thick deposits of Eocene limestone are
available throughout the block. The thickness varies 80-100 meter.

b)

Quality of Mineral in the block:
The quality of Limestone in the area is medium. Limestone from this block can be mainly used
for foundation of houses and also it is used in crushing plant for material of building material, lime
kiln and to some extent for base of metalled road.

c)

Availability of Access Road to the block:
The block is located along the main Ara-Basharat road near village Dhok Haral.

d)

Accessibility to the Market and Consumption of the Mineral in the block:
At present demand of Limestone would be meant for locals in District Chakwal and can be used in
shape of boulder/crushing plant. It can be used as crushing material in crushing plant for material
of building and roads.

e)

Average Excavated Quantity of Mineral from the Block During Last 5 years:
It is newly created block, therefore, excavation quantum yet to be assessed.

f)

Previous Bidding History of the block:
It is new block and its base value has been taken from nearby granted blocks of limestone. No
previous bidding history is available.

g)

Future Potential for Excavation from the block:
Since excavation of Limestone is mainly use in the foundation of houses and also it uses in
crushing plant for material of building and roads. The future potential can be rated as moderate/
medium.

h)

Any Unique Factor at the Site of block Relevant for Determining Reserved Price:

The access to the block is comparatively good and limestone can be easily excavated and
transported. The production figures reported by nearby granted leases shows that
sufficient potential of limestone excavation is available in the block area.

DISTRICT CHAKWAL
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK KHANDOYA-3

Sr. No.

1) Last operative bid money or bid of nearest granted block

=Rs. 12,00,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years

=2.59*x(12,00,000) =Rs.31,08,000/-

3) Proposed base price for five years

=Rs 31,08,000/2=Rs.15,54,000/-

Major Factor

Weightage Assigned
(%)
10

Calculated Amount
(Rs.)

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

10

1,55,400/-

10

1,55,400/-

Accessibility to the market and
consumption of the mineral in the block
Future potential for excavation from the
block.

10

1,55,400/-

10

1,55,400/-

0

0

0

0

50

7,77,000/-

III
IV
V

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of
approach path, electricity, Crushing
Plants, developed pits etc
VII
Location of surrounding blocks/zones
and its impact on the reserve price of this
zone.
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

1,55,400/-

VI

Proposed base price (per five years)

15,54,000/-

Estimated Reserve Price =
(Total of contributing factors+ Base price per
five years)

23,31,000/-

Proposed Reserve Price

Rs. 23,50,000/-

* 2.59 is the empirical factor for 10 years compounding inflation rate.

DISTRICT CHAKWAL
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE BLOCK DHOK HARAL (NEW BLOCK)

1) Last operative bid money or bid of nearest granted block (Dhok Amrila-2)

Sr. No.
I
II
III
IV
V

= Rs.1,92,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over period of ten years

=2.59*x(1,92,000) =Rs.4,97,280/-

3) Proposed base price for five years

=Rs 4,97,280/2=Rs.2,48,640/-

Major Factor

Weightage Assigned
(%)

Calculated Amount
(Rs.)

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block
Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

50

1,24,320/-

20

49,728/-

40

99,456/-

Accessibility to the market and
consumption of the mineral in the block
Future potential for excavation from the
block.

20

49,728/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
or zones relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of
approach path, electricity, Crushing
Plants, developed pits etc
VII
Location of surrounding blocks/zones
and its impact on the reserve price of this
zone.
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

2,48,640/-

100
500

12,43,200/-

50

1,24,320/-

780

19,39,392/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

2,48,640/-

Estimated Reserve Price =
(Total of contributing factors+ Base price per
five years)

21,88,032/-

Proposed Reserve Price

Rs. 22,00,000/-

* 2.59 is the empirical factor for 10 years compounding inflation rate.

DISTRICT KHUSHAB
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF AGGREGATE LIMESTONE
BLOCK MALWAL (4)
1) Last approved bid of nearest granted block
ML-KHB-Aggregate-Limestone (Malwal-2)
=805,000/for ten years.

=701,000/-

2) Malwal (1)
Average= (701,000+805,000)/2

=753,000/-

3) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over
period of ten years
=2.59 X 753,000 =Rs. 1,950,270/4) Proposed base price for five years

Sr. No.

Major Factor

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

III

=975,135/-

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

4

29,254/-

2

19,502/-

4

39,005/-

IV

Accessibility
to
the
market
and
consumption of the mineral in the block

4

39,005/-

V

Future potential for excavation from the
block;

4

39,005/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
relevant for determining the reserved price
like availability of approach path,
electricity, Crushing Plants, developed pits
etc

100

975,135/-

VII

Location of surrounding blocks and their Block of limestone/
aggregate
namely
impact on the reserve price of this block.
Malwal(1), Malwal(2),
Nali
(2)
and
Nali(1)granted against
bid of Rs. 701,000/- ,

487,568/-

Rs.805,000/-,
Rs.400,000/and
Rs.2,900,000/respectively in the
surrounding of said
block. The low reserve
price may be impact on
the surrounding costly
blocks therefore 50%
weightage has been
given.
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

-

1,638,227/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

-

975,135/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

-

2,613,362/-

Say

Rs. 2,650,000/-

* Two crushers are installed in vicinity and metaled road also available.

ML-KHB-Limstone Malwal(4)
a. Geological survey, location and assessment of mineral in the block.
Geologically block is located on the aggregate limestone of different ages.
b. Quality of mineral in the block.
Medium quality of aggregate Limestone is present which is being used for crushing
purpose.
c. Availability of access road to the block.
Block is approachable from Malwal-Arra metaled road which is linked with KathaNali metaled road.
d. Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the zone.
Limestone in crush form is utilized locally in District Khushab.
e. Average excavated quantity of mineral in the block.
Newly fabricated block.
f. Future potential for excavation from the zone.
Market of crusher can be developed on increasing demand.
g. Previous bidding history of the block.
Newly fabricated block.
h. Any unique factor at the site of block relevant for determining reserve price.
Crushers are installed in vicinity and metaled road also available.

DISTRICT KHUSHAB
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF AGGREGATE LIMESTONE
BLOCK MALWAL (5)
1) Last approved bid of nearest granted block
ML-KHB-Aggregate-Limestone (Malwal-2)
=805,000/for ten years.

2) Malwal (1)

=701,000/-

Average=(701,000+805,000)/2

=753,000/-

3) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over
period of ten years
=2.59 X 753,000 =Rs. 1,950,270/4) Proposed base price for five years

Sr. No.

Major Factor

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

III

=975,135/-

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

4

29,254/-

2

19,502/-

4

39,005/-

IV

Accessibility
to
the
market
and
consumption of the mineral in the block

4

39,005/-

V

Future potential for excavation from the
block;

4

39,005/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
relevant for determining the reserved price
like availability of approach path,
electricity, Crushing Plants, developed pits
etc

100

975,135/-

VII

Location of surrounding blocks and their Block of limestone/
aggregate
namely
impact on the reserve price of this block.
Malwal(1), Malwal(2),
Nali
(2)
and
Nali(1)granted against
bid of Rs. 701,000/- ,
Rs.805,000/-,

487,568/-

Rs.400,000/and
Rs.2,900,000/respectively in the
surrounding of said
block. The low reserve
price may be impact on
the surrounding costly
blocks therefore 50%
weightage has been
given.
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

-

1,638,227/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

-

975,135/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

-

2,613,362/-

Say

Rs. 2,650,000/-

* two crushers are installed in vicinity and metaled road also available.

ML-KHB-Limstone Malwal-(5)
a. Geological survey, location and assessment of mineral in the block.
Geologically block is located on the aggregate limestone of different ages.
b. Quality of mineral in the block.
Medium quality of aggregate Limestone is present in the vicinity blocks which is
being used for crushing purpose.
c. Availability of access road to the block.
Block is approachable from Malwal-Ara metaled road which is linked with KathaNali metaled road.
d. Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the zone.
Limestone in crush form is utilized locally in District Khushab.
e. Average excavated quantity of mineral in the block.
Newly fabricated block.
f. Future potential for excavation from the zone.
Market of crusher can be developed on increasing demand.
g. Previous bidding history of the block.
Newly fabricated block.
h. Any unique factor at the site of block relevant for determining reserve price.
Crushers are installed in vicinity and metaled road also available.

DISTRICT KHUSHAB
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE
BLOCK CHENKI (1) (New Block)
1) Last approved bid of nearest granted block
ML-KHB-Limestone (Jabbi-1) for ten years

=355,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over
period of ten years
=2.59 X 355,000 =Rs. 919,450/3) Proposed base price for five years

Sr. No.

Major Factor

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

III

=919,450/2 = 459,725/-

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

4

18,389/-

4

18,389/-

4

18,389/-

IV

Accessibility
to
the
market
and
consumption of the mineral in the block

4

18,389/-

V

Future potential for excavation from the
block;

4

18,389/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
relevant for determining the reserved price
like availability of approach path,
electricity, Crushing Plants, developed pits
etc

200

919,450/-

VII

Location of surrounding blocks and their Block of limestone/
aggregate
namely
impact on the reserve price of this block.
Jabbi(1), Jabbi(2), Jabbi
Dhokri(1),
Jabbi
Dhokri(2), Chuki(1)and
Choha(2-A)
granted
against
Rs.355,000/-,
Rs.400,000/-,
Rs.700,000/-,
Rs.355,000/-,

459,725/-

Rs.1,605,000/and
Rs.1,220,000/respectively in the
surrounding of said
block. Price is adjusted
accordingly by giving
100% weightage.
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

320

1,471,120/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

-

459,725/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

-

1,930,845/-

Say

Rs. 1,950,000/-

**
The instant block has been fabricated on request of Malik Ahmed Ali Awan who has offered
a bid of Rs. 15,00,000/- for the block by enclosing the CDR amounting to Rs. 300,000

ML-KHB-Limstone Chenki (1)
a. Geological survey, location and assessment of mineral in the block.
Geologically block is located on Wargal limestone of Upper Permian age. The block
is located near Chenki village and having lime stone deposits in the north of this
village.
b. Quality of mineral in the block.
Limestone is medium to good quality and it is being used for crushing purpose.
c. Availability of access road to the block.
Block is approachable from Jabbi-Chenki metaled road.
d. Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the zone.
Limestone in crush form is utilized locally in District Khushab.
e. Average excavated quantity of mineral in the block.
Newly fabricated block.
f. Future potential for excavation from the zone.
Jabbi is central place where three crushers have already been installed nearest to the
chenki out of which two are in operation. Market of crusher can be developed on
increasing demand.
g. Previous bidding history of the block.
Newly fabricated block.
h. Any unique factor at the site of block relevant for determining reserve price.
Three crushers are installed in vicinity out of which two are in operation and metaled
road also available.

DISTRICT KHUSHAB
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE
BLOCK MALWAL (3) (New Block)
1) Last approved bid of nearest granted block
ML-KHB-Aggregate-Limestone (Malwal-1)
=701,000/for ten years.

2) Malwal (2)

=805,000/-

Average= (701,000+805,000)/2

=753,000/-

3) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over
period of ten years
=2.59 X 753,000 =Rs. 1,950,270/4) Proposed base price for five years

Sr. No.

Major Factor

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

III

=975,135/-

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

4

39,005/-

4

39,005/-

4

39,005/-

IV

Accessibility
to
the
market
and
consumption of the mineral in the block

4

39,005/-

V

Future potential for excavation from the
block;

4

39,005/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
relevant for determining the reserved price
like availability of approach path,
electricity, Crushing Plants, developed pits
etc

100

975,135/-

VII

Location of surrounding blocks and their Block of limestone/
aggregate
namely
impact on the reserve price of this block.
Malwal(1), Malwal(2),
Nali
(2)
and
Nali(1)granted against
bid of Rs. 701,000/- ,
Rs.805,000/-,

487,568/-

Rs.400,000/and
Rs.2,900,000/respectively in the
surrounding of said
block. This block has
given 50% weightage to
rationalize
reserve
price.
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

170

1,657,730/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

-

975,135/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

-

2,632,865 /-

Say

Rs. 2,650,000/-

*Two crushers are installed in vicinity and metaled road also available.
Therefore, unique factor is applied.

ML-KHB-Limstone Malwal(3)
a. Geological survey, location and assessment of mineral in the block.
Geologically block is located on the Sakesar limestone formation of Eocene age.
b. Quality of mineral in the block.
Medium to good quality of Limestone is available and is being used for crushing
purpose.
c. Availability of access road to the block.
Block is approachable from Malwal-Arara metaled road which is linked with KathaNali metaled road.
d. Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the zone.
Limestone in crush form is utilized locally in District Khushab and surroundings etc.
e. Average excavated quantity of mineral in the block.
Newly fabricated block.
f. Future potential for excavation from the zone.
Market of crusher can be developed on increasing demand.
g. Previous bidding history of the block.
Newly fabricated block.
h. Any unique factor at the site of block relevant for determining reserve price.
Two crushers are installed in vicinity and metaled road also available.

DISTRICT KHUSHAB
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE
BLOCK PADHRAR (2-A) (Revised)
Note:
The block has been fabricated by reducing the area of vacant block of limestone
Padhrar(2).
1) Last approved bid of nearest granted block
ML-KHB-Limestone (Padhrar-3) for ten
=265,000/years
2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over
period of ten years
=2.59 X 265,000 =Rs. 686,350/3) Proposed base price for five years

Sr. No.

Major Factor

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

III

=343,175/-

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

4

13,727/-

4

13,727/-

4

13,727/-

IV

Accessibility
to
the
market
and
consumption of the mineral in the block

4

13,727/-

V

Future potential for excavation from the
block;

4

13,727/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
relevant for determining the reserved price
like availability of approach path,
100
electricity, Crushing Plants, developed pits
etc
Location of surrounding blocks and their Block of limestone
namely
Padhrar-(3)
impact on the reserve price of this block.
granted against bid of
Rs. 265,000/- in the
surrounding of said
block. Price is adjusted
accordingly by giving
200% weightage.

VII

343,175/-

686,350/-

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

320

1,098,160/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

-

343,175/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

-

1,441,335/-

Say

Rs. 1,500,000/-

*The limestone block is approachable and connected with metaled
road.

ML-KHB-Limstone Padhrar (2-A)
a. Geological survey, location and assessment of mineral in the block.
Geologically block is located in Chorgali limestone formation (Badhrar Bed) of
Eocene age, which covers the underlying thick bedded sakesar limestone of same age.
Large deposits of lime stone is available.
b. Quality of mineral in the block.
Medium to good quality of limestone and it is being used for crushing purpose.
c. Availability of access road to the block.
Block is approachable from Padhrar-Kalarkhar metaled road near Padhrar villege.
d. Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the zone.
Limestone in crush form is utilized locally in District Khushab and also used for
foundation purpose in the vicinity.
e. Average excavated quantity of mineral in the block.
This block has been granted from 26-02-2011 to 25-02-2021. Mineral excavated from
26-02-2011 to till date is 10,239 M.tons.
f. Future potential for excavation from the zone.
Pail is central place where the crushers are already installed near to Padhrar. Market
of crusher can be developed on increasing demand.
g. Previous bidding history of the block.
The block namely ML-KHB-Limestone-Padhrar (2) was granted against bid of
Rs.128,000/- from 26-02-2011 to 25-02-2021.
h. Any unique factor at the site of block relevant for determining reserve price.
Crushers are installed in vicinity near Pail and metaled road also available.

DISTRICT KHUSHAB
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE
BLOCK Pail (23-A) (Revised)
Note:
The block has been fabricated by reducing the area of vacant block of limestone
namely limestone Pail(23)
1) Last approved bid of granted block for ten
years.
=105,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over
period of ten years
=2.59 X 105,000=Rs. 271,950/3) Proposed base price for five years

Sr. No.
I

II
III
IV

V

VI

VII

Major Factor
Geological survey, location of the
block and assessment of mineral in the
block

=135,975/-

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

4

5,439/-

4

5,439/-

4

5,439/-

Accessibility to the market and
consumption of the mineral in the block

4

5,439/-

Future potential for excavation from
the block;

4

5,439/-

200

271,950/-

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

Any unique factor at the site of the
block relevant for determining the
reserved price like availability of
approach path, electricity, Crushing
Plants, developed pits etc

Location of surrounding blocks and Block of limestone
their impact on the reserve price of this namely
Pail(10-B),
Pail(10-A),Pail(11),
block.

1,359,750/-

Pail(12), Pail(7) and
Pail(8)
granted
against
Rs.5,200,000/-,
Rs.7,000,000/-,
Rs.248,000/-,
Rs.500,000/-,
Rs.480,000/-and
Rs.1,605,000/respectively in the
surrounding of said
block.
Price
is
adjusted accordingly
by giving 1000%
weightage
to
rationalize the reserve
price of the block.
1220

1,658,895/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

-

135,975/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+
Base price per five years.

-

1,794,870/-

Say

Rs. 1,800,000/-

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

**
1. From the previous history of the block it has come to know that only 14,000 M.Tons
limestone had excavated which shows less consumption market as compared to the
surrounding granted block namely Pail (10-A) which is granted against a bid of
Rs.7,000,000/- and Pail(10-B) granted against a bid of Rs.5,200,000/- respectively. It is
further added that the block is far away from highest granted block.
2. Since no crushing plant has so far been installed in the block, therefore the reserve price
of instant block does not correlate with other adjacent costly block.

ML-KHB-Limstone Pail (23-A)
a. Geological survey, location and assessment of mineral in the block.
Geologically block is located on Chorgali limestone (Badhrar Bed) of Eocene age,
which covers the underlying thick bedded Sakesar limestone of same age. The block
is located near Karamabad Pail which is connected Khushab-Pindi metaled road. The
block has large deposits of limestone.
b. Quality of mineral in the block.
Medium to good quality of limestone is present in the block which may be used for
crushing purpose.
c. Availability of access road to the block.
Block is approachable through a Katcha truckable road which is connected with
Khushab-Pindi metaled road near pail karamabad .
d. Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the zone.
Limestone is being used in foundation of houses at local level and limestone in crush
form is utilized locally in District Khushab if crush plant is installed.
e. Average excavated quantity of mineral in the block.
Mineral excavated from 28-02-2004 to 27-02-2014 is 14,000/- M.tons.
f. Future potential for excavation from the zone.
Pail is central place where the 3 crushers are already installed and only 2 crushers are
in operation. Market of crusher can be developed on increasing demand.
g. Previous bidding history of the block.
The block namely ML-KHB-Limestone-Pail (23) was granted against bid of
Rs.105,000/- from 28-02-2004 to 27-02-2014.
h. Any unique factor at the site of block relevant for determining reserve price.
One crushers are installed in vicinity and metaled road also available, therefore
mineral can be supplied to the vicinity crusher plant.

DISTRICT KHUSHAB
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE
BLOCK SAKRIALA (1) (Revised)
1) Last approved bid of nearest granted block
ML-KHB-Limestone (Kund-1) for ten years

=1,600,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over
period of ten years
=2.59 X 1,600,000 =Rs. 4,144,400/3) Proposed base price for five years

Sr. No.

Major Factor

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

III

=2,072,000/-

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

4

82,880/-

4

82,880/-

2

41,440/-

IV

Accessibility
to
the
market
and
consumption of the mineral in the block

4

82,880/-

V

Future potential for excavation from the
block;

4

82,880/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
relevant for determining the reserved price
like availability of approach path,
electricity, Crushing Plants, developed pits
etc

0

-

VII

Location of surrounding blocks and their Block of limestone
namely
Kund(1)
impact on the reserve price of this block.
granted against bid of
Rs. 1,600,000/- in the
surrounding of said
block. The reserve price
of this block has no
impact on the adjacent
granted block therefore
no weightage has been

-

given.
Total of contributing factors (per five years)

18

372,960/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

-

2,072,000/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

-

2,444,960/-

Say

Rs.2,450,000/-

ML-KHB-Limstone Sakriala (1)
a. Geological survey, location and assessment of mineral in the block.
Geologically block is located on the Wargal limestone formation of Upper Permian
age.
b. Quality of mineral in the block.
Medium to good quality limestone is available and it is also being used for crushing
purpose.
c. Availability of access road to the block.
Block is approachable from Khaliqabad-Chenki metaled road.
d. Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the zone.
Limestone in crush form is utilized locally and surroundings etc in District Khushab.
e. Average excavated quantity of mineral in the block.
This block has been granted against bid of Rs.2,000,000/- from
06-04-2010 to 05-04-2021 but it was cancelled due to nonpayment of 2nd installment.
No production has been recorded in this period.
f. Future potential for excavation from the zone.
Market of crusher can be developed on increasing demand.
g. Previous bidding history of the block.
This block has been granted against bid of Rs.2,000,000/- from 06-04-2010 to 05-042021 but it was cancelled due to nonpayment of 2nd installment.
h. Any unique factor at the site of block relevant for determining reserve price.
Nil

DISTRICT KHUSHAB
PROPOSED RESERVE PRICE OF LIMESTONE
BLOCK SURAKKI (1)
1) Last approved bid of nearest granted block
ML-KHB-Limestone (Jhalar-1) for ten years

=810,000/-

2) Bid price after 10% Inflation factor over
period of ten years
=2.59 X 810,000 =Rs. 2,097,900/3) Proposed base price for five years

Sr. No.

Major Factor

I

Geological survey, location of the block
and assessment of mineral in the block

II

Quality of the mineral in the block
.
Availability of access road to the block

III

=1,048,950/-

Weightage assigned
(%)

Calculated amount
(Rs:)

4

41,958/-

4

41,958/-

4

41,958/-

IV

Accessibility
to
the
market
and
consumption of the mineral in the block

4

41,958/-

V

Future potential for excavation from the
block;

4

41,958/-

VI

Any unique factor at the site of the blocks
relevant for determining the reserved price
like availability of approach path,
electricity, Crushing Plants, developed pits
etc

50

5,24,475/-

VII

Location of surrounding blocks and their Block of limestone/
aggregate
namely
impact on the reserve price of this block.
Jhalar(1)
granted
against bid of Rs.
810,000/in
the
surrounding of said
block. This block has
no impact on the block
therefore no weightage
has been given.

0

Total of contributing factors (per five years)

70

734,265/-

Proposed base price (per five years)

-

1,048,950/-

Reserve Price= Total of contributing factors+ Base
price per five years.

-

1,783,215/-

Say

Rs. 1,800,000/-

ML-KHB-Limstone Surraki (1)
a. Geological survey, location and assessment of mineral in the block.
Geologically block is located on the Wargal limestone of Upper Permian ages.
Quality of mineral in the block.
Limestone is used for crushing purpose as well as for dimension stone.
b. Availability of access road to the block.
Block is approachable from Noshera-Surraki and Katwai-Surraki metaled road.
c. Accessibility to the market and consumption of the mineral in the zone.
Limestone in crush form is utilized locally in District Khushab.
d. Average excavated quantity of mineral in the block.
Newly fabricated block.
e. Future potential for excavation from the zone.
Market of crusher can be developed on increasing demand.
f. Previous bidding history of the block.
Newly fabricated block.
g. Any unique factor at the site of block relevant for determining reserve price.
metaled road available.

